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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which option describes the initial configuration steps that the
tenant administrator must perform in the ACI fabric?
A. Create logical domain associate logical domain with physical
ports create endpoints groups and associate EPGs to logical
domain and to private network (routing instance).
B. Create bridge domain associate with physical domain create
endpoint groups and associate EPGs to bridge domain and to
private network (routing instance).
C. Create bridge domain associate bridge domain with logical
ports create endpoint groups and associate EPGs to logical
domain and to private network (routing instance).
D. Fabric discovery and initialization create VLAN pool
(static) create physical domain and map physical domain to
ports.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
A Cisco UCS Director appliance that has the Cisco UCS Director
Bare Metal Agent installed fails to boot
from the PXE. TFTP and the Bare Metal Agents are running. Which
action do you take to resolve the
issue?
A. Restart the Cisco UCS Director Bare Metal Agent services.
B. Reinstall TFTP.
C. Restart the TFTP service.
D. Reinstall the Cisco UCS Director Bare Metal Agent.
Answer: C
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